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Preface

C S F I / New York CSFI
NUMBER SIXTY NINE                                               FEBRUARY 2005

Banana Skins 2005

We started publishing our Banana Skins survey in June 1994. By 1996, we had adopted a pretty standard format – a
two-part questionnaire, mixing an open-ended box to elicit respondents’ views with a prompted list of concerns that
changes only slightly year-to-year.  It quickly became our most popular publication, one that provokes a great deal of
discussion.  Since this year’s survey (conducted, as usual, by David Lascelles) is the seventh in this format, we now have
a pretty good sense of how concerns have changed over the last decade – and of how good bankers and regulators are at
spotting the snares that lie in wait.

This year sees a fairly radical change in the coverage of the survey itself.  Thanks to help from PricewaterhouseCoopers
and the Global Association of Risk Professionals, we have sharply increased both the number of respondents (440 this
year, up from 231 in 2003) and the number of countries represented (54, up from 31).  That gives the survey a lot more
legitimacy; but it also makes year-by-year comparison a bit tricky since many of the new respondents come from
emerging markets – and have rather different concerns from our traditional base in the UK and US.  So, as always,
caveat lector.

That said, there is no doubt what the overwhelming message of this year’s survey is:  the remorseless rise in regulation
dominates the concerns of virtually all respondents – with the unsurprising exception of the regulators themselves.
There is a feeling that a regulatory tide is sweeping all before it – and that it could well drown some of the industry’s
smaller players.  The cost is enormous: it jacks up the price of even the simplest products, it deters innovation, it
undermines the principle that investors should take responsibility for their own actions, and it makes it harder for new
entrants to join the market.  It also induces a false sense of security that nothing can go wrong…

Just wait, things always go wrong.

Ironically, perhaps, what always seems to go wrong is that – somewhere in the bowels of an organisation – someone is
beavering away, stealing money or covering up trading losses.  We call this the “rogue trader” syndrome, and it ought to
be front-and-centre on management’s radar.  It isn’t.  Despite the China Aviation Oil fiasco in Singapore (which was
unravelling as the questionnaire was being distributed), “rogue trader” ranked just 24th out of the 30 Banana Skins on our
list – down from an almost equally unimpressive (and myopic) 23rd last year.

Instead, respondents opted (as usual, in recent years) for credit risk, derivatives, hedge funds and, more interestingly
perhaps, corporate governance as the big Banana Skins to go with regulation.  The corporate governance issue is
particularly significant because it barely ranked in the Top Ten last year; sending Martha Stewart to the pen seems to
have focussed attention quite marvellously.

What (besides the rogue trader issue) of the other dogs that did not bark?  Two seem especially significant to me:

- insurance, which dropped from 4th to 11th place; and
- business continuation (ie terrorist) fears, which dropped from 5th to 19th.
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The latter may simply illustrate the diminishing returns that the US is enjoying from its apocalyptic warnings that
another 9/11 is just around the corner; the former seems a bit like wishful thinking given the continuing problem of
insurance pricing and the impenetrability of the reinsurance market.

One of the more disturbing findings of this year’s survey is that there has been a significant deterioration in the perception
of respondents about the ability of their own institutions to handle crises should they come up.  The data is muddied by
the inclusion of emerging market respondents, who often displayed a pretty profound cynicism about their own ability
to manage risk.  But there does seem to have been a powerful note of pessimism creeping in – a note that regulators
might be able to use to justify an ever more intrusive regime.

Whatever, this year’s survey is a lively tour d’horizon of the major concerns of bankers, fund managers, regulators,
journalists and analysts around the world.  Whether it has predictive value is, perhaps, not for us to judge (some wags
have suggested that the best predictor is to turn the Top 30 risk list on its head, on the grounds that complacency is what
really brings a bank down).  But, if it has any validity, the key message that one must take away is that the industry is
getting punch-drunk from the regulatory beating it is taking.  In the fabled words of Panamanian welterweight Roberto
Durán, “No mas”.

Andrew Hilton
Director, CSFI
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Foreword
PricewaterhouseCoopers is delighted to continue to support this fascinating survey.

This year, a more international flavour has been added to the thoughtful view it provides us into the worries of the
banking industry.

The rise of regulation to the top of the list of concerns is the most striking feature, with the sharp differences between
the priority concerns of the industry and those of the regulators perhaps the most worrying aspect of this.

The industry clearly believes that the regulators are getting it wrong, both from a cost perspective, driven by what banks
see as an excessive focus on consumer protection, and from too much complexity, which is seen as killing competition
and promoting a herd instinct in financial institutions.

Regulators, however, are more concerned about hedge funds, commodities and exposures to the insurance sector. Only
time will tell if banks are underplaying these risks. Regulators are clearly still feeling that institutions have some way
to go to embed acceptable retail sales practices.

Corporate governance is also a notable riser, moving into the top five for the first time, as respondents perceive it to be
part of this regulatory agenda. This very much echoes the findings of a PricewaterhouseCoopers Financial Services
Briefing, written in association with the Economist Intelligence Unit, on Governance: From compliance to strategic
advantage produced earlier last year. It seems that banks still see corporate governance as a primarily regulatory issue.

I commend this survey to you and guarantee it will make you think.

John Hitchins
Lead partner, Banking & Capital Markets
PricewaterhouseCoopers
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About this survey...
The survey was conducted in November and December 2004, and is based on 440 responses from 54 countries.   The
questionnaire (reproduced in Appendix 2) was in three parts. In the first, respondents were asked to describe, in their
own words, their main concerns about the financial system over the next 2-3 years. In the second, they were asked to
rate a list of potential Banana Skins, both by severity and whether they were rising, steady or falling.   In the third, they
were asked to rate the preparedness of financial institutions to handle the risks they identified.    Replies were confidential,
but respondents could choose to be identified.

The breakdown of respondent by type was:

%
Bankers 218 50
- chairmen CEOs etc. 87 20
- risk officers 82 19
- line managers etc. 49 11
Non-bank businesses 80 18
Regulators 25 6
Observers 117 26

The breakdown by nationality of institution and respondent’s location was:

Nat. Loc. Nat. Loc. Nat. Loc.
Australia 8 9 Indonesia 1 1 New Zealand 2 2
Bahamas 1 1 Isle of Man 2 2 Oman 5 5
Bahrain 2 2 Ireland 5 4 Pakistan 3 3
Belgium 9 4 Israel 1 2 Portugal 1 0
Brazil 4 4 Italy 5 1 Romania 3 3
Bulgaria 1 1 Japan 5 3 Russia 9 8
Canada 17 17 Jordan 1 1 South Africa 8 7
China* 14 19 Kenya 2 3 Singapore 4 8
Croatia 1 1 Korea 2 1 Slovakia 1 1
Czech Rep. 3 4 Kuwait 1 0 Spain 3 3
Denmark 1 1 Lebanon 1 1 Sweden 2 2
Finland 1 2 Lithuania 1 1 Switzerland 22 20
France 7 1 Macao 1 0 Taiwan 1 1
Germany 12 4 Malaysia 1 1 Turkey 1 1
Ghana 1 1 Morocco 1 1 UAE 1 1
Greece 1 0 Multinational 4 - Uganda 2 2
Hungary 1 1 Netherlands 4 3 UK 163 199
India 6 10 Nigeria 1 1 US 75 62

*Including Hong Kong
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Summary
The remorseless rise in regulation
dominates this year’s Banana Skins
survey of 440 bankers and close
watchers of the financial scene.  This
is the first time this particular risk
has topped the poll in the ten years
that the survey has been conducted,
though its steady rise has been
charted over the last three years.

The costs and distractions of
regulation as well as the false sense
of security it brings were the main
reasons cited for its strong showing.

Closely linked is the high place given
to corporate governance (up from
8 to 3).    Although banks are seen to
have weaknesses in this area, this
Banana Skin also scores strongly
because respondents – particularly
bankers – perceive it to be part of the
regulatory threat.

Modern trading techniques such as
derivatives and hedge funds
continue to cause concern,
particularly the latter which have
risen strongly since the last poll (up
from 15 to 5).    Two other sharp
risers are fraud (up from 11 to 6),
notably of the electronic variety, and
currency risk (up from 18 to 7)
centring on the precariousness of the
US dollar.  Unrest in the Middle East
gave a strong boost to commodities
(up from 26 to 14), where the oil and gold markets are seen as potentially threatening.

However broad concerns about macro-economic trends have eased (down from 3
to 10), along with fears of political shocks and terrorist attacks, as reflected in
the sharp decline of concerns about business continuation (down from 5 to 19).
Worries about the strength of the insurance sector, which featured strongly last
time, have also diminished (down from 4 to 11).

Credit risk continues to occupy a high position because of fears that rising interest
rates will push up the default rate and cause damage to banks.  But banks are also
seen to be taking greater risks in order to generate higher business volumes and
yields.  Vulnerable areas include the property market and the financing of emerging
markets, which rose seven places to 15.

Banana Skins 2005
(2003 ranking in brackets)

1 Too much regulation (6)
2 Credit risk (2)
3 Corporate governance (8)
4 Derivatives (1)
5 Hedge funds (15)
6 Fraud (11)
7 Currencies (18)
8 High dependence on technology (12)
9 Risk management techniques (16)

10 Macro-economic trends (3)
11 Insurance sector problems (4)
12 Interest rates (9)
13 Money laundering (14)
14 Commodities (26)
15 Emerging markets (22)
16 Grasp of new technology (19)
17 Legal risk (-)
18 Equities (7)
19 Business continuation (5)
20 Banking market overcapacity (17)
21 Management incentives (20)
22 Political shocks (10)
23 Retail sales practices (21)
24 Rogue trader (23)
25 Payment systems (25)
26 Back office (24)
27 Merger mania (27)
28 Environmental risk (30)
29 Competition from new entrants (28)
30 Too little regulation (-)

Remorseless rise in
regulation . . .
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There was little change in the position of low risk Banana Skins.     Even though
China Aviation Oil lost $550m through unauthorised trading while the survey was
being carried out, the rogue trader remained in the mid-20s.    Concerns about the
financial infrastructure are also muted: payment systems and back office risks got
low scores.

We also asked respondents to tell us
whether they thought individual Banana
Skins were rising, steady or falling in
severity.   The ten fastest risers included
most of the highest ranked risks in the
overall rankings.  A notable extra was
environmental risk which, while
positioned low in the overall ranking
(28th), was seen to be gaining strongly
because of fears about the impact of
pollution claims and climate change on
bank assets and earnings.  The lowest
risks on this measure were management
incentives, competition from new
entrants and the rogue trader.

How well equipped are banks to handle these
risks?
We asked respondents to rank the preparedness of their own and other institutions
to deal with the risks they identified.  The results were less positive than in 2003.
Of our respondents, 57 per cent thought institutions were moderately well prepared
or better to handle the risks, down from 69 per cent in the previous survey.  The main
reason was the inclusion of a larger proportion of respondents from emerging market
and EU accession countries where bank readiness was seen to be less good than in
industrial nations.  In the advanced banking markets, the considerable risk control
work of recent years is seen to be paying off in higher awareness and better systems,
though this is offset by fears that banks may be becoming too complacent or process-
driven.

The fastest risers

1 Too much regulation
2 Commodities
3 Currencies
4 Hedge funds
5 Derivatives
6 Corporate governance
7 High dependence on technology
8 Fraud
9 Environmental risk

10 Interest rates

Banks less
well-equiped to
handle risk . . .
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Who said what
In this section we break down responses by type and nationality.   (For a full breakdown
see the Statistical Appendix on p34).

By type of respondent:

Bankers and financial practitioners put
regulatory issues at the top of the list.
But their other concerns were very
diverse: crime, technology, risk
management, sophisticated instruments.
Notable was the absence of pressing
concerns about the political and
economic outlook, apart from the
fragility of the US dollar, though even
here bankers were less worried about
the greenback than other categories of
respondent.

Non-bank business respondents (eg fund
managers, insurers, industrialists) were
also bothered by the rise in regulation,
but focused more squarely on trading
risks in derivatives, hedge funds and
currencies.   They saw banks taking on
greater risks than their risk management
techniques really justified.  They were
also the most concerned of the main
respondent categories about the macro-
economic outlook.

Bankers

1. Too much regulation
2. Corporate governance
3. Credit risk
4. High dependence on technology
5. Derivatives
6. Fraud
7. Risk management techniques
8. Hedge funds
9. Currencies

10. Money laundering

Non-bank businesses

1. Too much regulation
2. Derivatives
3. Hedge funds
4. Currencies
5. Corporate governance
6. Credit risk
7. Fraud
8. Risk management techniques
9. Banking market overcapacity

10. Macro-economic trends
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Regulators produced a strikingly
different list of concerns from other
types of respondent. Not unnaturally,
there was less stress on over-regulation.
Instead, their focus was on the risks in
heavily traded and leveraged markets like
hedge funds, commodities, derivatives
and currencies.  They showed a continuing
concern with the insurance sector and
with business continuation issues, which
have eased elsewhere.  They also registered
a sharp rise in legal risk.

Observers of the financial scene (eg
analysts, rating agencies, academics,
journalists) focused heavily on trading
risks, and seemed less confident that
bankers would be able to handle
turbulence in the markets.   They shared
the financial sector’s worries about the
rising regulatory burden, though they
also showed concern about weaknesses
in corporate governance.   They were the
only category to have interest rates in
their Top Ten.

By nationality:

Respondents from the top industrial
nations were concerned mainly with
market risk and regulatory issues.
Excessive leverage and liquidity in the
financial markets were widely seen as
the seeds of potential problems if the
economic situation gets worse,
particularly through a crash in the US
dollar. But in general they were
confident about the outlook: macro-
economic risk and interest rates did not
feature in their Top Ten.

Regulators

1. Hedge funds
2. Commodities
3. Insurance sector problems
4. Currencies
5. Derivatives
6. Corporate governance
7. Credit risk
8. Legal risk
9. Retail sales practices

10. Business continuation

Observers

1. Hedge funds
2. Currencies
3. Too much regulation
4. Credit risk
5. Fraud
6. Derivatives
7. Insurance sector problems
8. Corporate governance
9. Risk management techniques

10. Interest rates

Group of Seven

1. Too much regulation
2. Currencies
3. Corporate governance
4. Hedge funds
5. Derivatives
6. Credit risk
7. Risk management techniques
8. Fraud
9. Commodities

10. Insurance sector problems

Regulators like
regulation . . .
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European Union and
Switzerland

1. Too much regulation
2. Credit risk
3. High dependence on technology
4. Corporate governance
5. Hedge funds
6. Derivatives
7. Commodities
8. Currencies
9. Fraud

10. Risk management techniques

Regulatory overkill topped concerns in
Europe, particularly from the City of
London where many respondents were
based.  The main worry was that it would
blunt the international competitiveness
of the financial sector.   Concerns about
high dependence on technology were
strong, particularly in the areas of
operating risk, security and trading
models. Macro-economic concerns
were low.

Much the strongest concern in emerging
markets was over the strength of banking
systems, hence the high score for
corporate governance and the relatively
low score for excessive regulation.
Inexperienced management and
inadequate systems were often cited.
This message was particularly strong
from the Far East where many
respondents were located.  This group
also gave the highest score to money
laundering risks.

Emerging markets

1. Corporate governance
2. Credit risk
3. Derivatives
4. Currencies
5. Fraud
6. Money laundering
7. High dependence on technology
8. Risk management techniques
9. Too much regulation

10. Hedge funds

Emerging markets fear
governance issues . . .
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1998
1. Poor risk management
2. Y2K
3. Poor strategy
4. EMU turbulence
5. Regulation
6. Emerging markets
7. New entrants
8. Cross-border competition
9. Product mis-pricing

10. Grasp of technology

Banana Skins: the Top Ten 1996-2005
1997

1. Poor management
2. EMU turbulence
3. Rogue trader
4. Excessive competition
5. Bad lending
6. Emerging markets
7. Fraud
8. Derivatives
9. New products

10. Technology foul-up

1996
1. Poor management
2. Bad lending
3. Derivatives
4. Rogue trader
5. Excessive competition
6. Emerging markets
7. Macro-economic threats
8. Back office failure
9. Technology foul-up

10. Fraud

2002
1. Credit risk
2. Macro-economy
3. Equity markets
4. Complex financial instruments
5. Business continuation
6. Domestic regulation
7. Insurance
8. Emerging markets
9. Banking market over-capacity

10. International regulation

2000
1. Equity market crash
2. E commerce
3. Asset quality
4. Grasp of new technology
5. High dependence on tech.
6. Banking market o’-capacity
7. Merger mania
8. Economy overheating
9. Comp. from new entrants

10. Complex fin. instruments

2003
1. Complex financial instruments
2. Credit risk
3. Macro economy
4. Insurance
5. Business continuation
6. International regulation
7. Equity markets
8. Corporate governance
9. Interest rates

10. Political shocks

2005
1. Too much regulation
2. Credit risk
3. Corporate governance
4. Derivatives
5. Hedge funds
6. Fraud
7. Currencies
8. High dependence on tech.
9. Risk management techniques

10. Macro-economic trends

Some Banana Skins come and go, some are hardy perennials.  The Top Ten since 1996
shows how concerns have changed over that period.  The 1990s were dominated by
strategic issues: new types of competition and products, dramatic developments such
as EMU, the Internet and Y2K.   Many of these have faded, to be replaced by economic
and political risks and, most recently, governance and regulation.   Striking is the
disappearance of 1990s concerns with infrastructure issues (eg back office).    Instead,
the focus has shifted to newfangled Banana Skins like derivatives and hedge funds.
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1 Too much regulation (6)
The relentless growth in regulation came an easy first in this year’s poll of banking
risks.  The regulatory tide was widely seen to be sweeping all before it, and was even
thought likely to drown some of the industry’s smaller members.  This is ironical, of
course, because regulation is supposed to be about reducing rather than sharpening
risk.    But our respondents gave us a large number of reasons why they believed that
regulation had become a head-on threat to banks and bankers.

Cost:   The huge cost of regulation – of
compliance particularly - is eating into
profitability and weakening the banking
system.  John Langton, chief executive
of the Zurich-based International
Securities Market Association, said
regulation “will inevitably lead to a
more sanitised market, less dynamism
and lower profits unless checked – and
quickly”.   In the US, a respondent said:
“Regulators are overreacting to money
laundering and governance concerns.  No thought is being given to cost of these
regulations to the banking system.” Bill Eldridge, public affairs director of Barclays,
said: “My main concerns are over regulatory driven risks.  We are well placed to
deal with these, but the resource costs are significant, and management time is being
spent on these rather than on real value adding activities.”

Compliance risk:   Failure to comply with the regulations was seen as a fast-growing
risk, with the associated reputational damage when breaches are publicly penalised.
A risk director of a large Irish bank was concerned about “slow decision-making and
over conservative approach in light of fears – corporate or personal – of increasing
regulatory rules and interventions”.  The risk manager of a Gulf bank thought that
“overemphasis on the need to comply with the rules might result in the shrinking of
business opportunities that banks would otherwise be able legitimately to book”.
The director of a Continental bank based in London said: “Most banks are heavily
into systems enhancements to accommodate various initiatives.  I feel that the IT
market is struggling to cope with the complexities.”

Competition:    The regulatory straitjacket is hampering competition by reducing
the number of players, keeping out new entrants and stifling innovation.   “Regulation
is very anti-competitive”, said a senior banker.  The chief executive of a UK building
society said: “Excessive regulation adding heavy cost pressures to smaller firms
could create significant market concentration.” A US regulator agreed it was “a
competitive problem for small banks”.  The view that regulation is harmful to
competition was held particularly by observers of the banking scene (see also No
29, Competition from new entrants).

Customer relations:   Some respondents thought that regulation would cost the
banks business by making them less attractive to consumers.  Susan Rice, chief
executive of Lloyds TSB Scotland, warned:  “If [banks] take a view that regulations
are being ‘done to’ them, they are also like to ‘do to’ their customers, rather than
responding to their needs and those of the market.  Yet that is probably just as

“The Financial Services Authority is
interfering more and more, costing
the banking industry millions in order
to comply with many meaningless
regulations.    Interference, regulation
and compliance are out of control.”

Senior UK banker

A regulatory tide . . .
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important for running a business based on pillars of integrity and probity as the
regulation itself, perhaps more so.”  In South Africa, the chief risk officer of a large
bank warned that “increased regulatory and compliance requirements could
compromise client service leading to a negative public perception of banks”.

Inflexibility:  It isn’t just the amount of regulation but the quality – or lack of it.
A big concern is that regulation is becoming bureaucratic rather than risk-based.
The chief executive of a European bank which specialises in wealthy clients said:
“The most consuming and frustrating risk from our particular perspective is the
onward march of global and regional regulation.  This is rarely in the interests of the
more sophisticated clients we serve, and, despite the level of complexity, is frequently
a blunt instrument aimed at the lowest common denominator.”  Another respondent
thought regulators were “always responding to past oversights rather than anticipating
future problems”.  A third thought that the failure of regulators to understand business
realities “could create serious problems in the coming years as the gap widens”.

Unintended consequences: Many
respondents commented that regulation
produces undesired results, particularly
a false sense of security.  Stanley
Epstein of Israel’s Citadel Advantage
consultancy said: “Many organisations
are wrongly assuming that operational
risk regulation will keep them safe – so
there is an over reliance on already high
levels of regulation, which cannot be a
substitute for sound and effective
internal risk management policies and
procedures.”  A senior risk manager at a
large Canadian bank said the rules
encouraged bankers to think “that all
risks are covered and that nothing can
slip through the cracks”

Eye on the wrong ball

“Bankers and regulators seem to
be obsessed with implementation
of the new Basel 2 framework.  In
reality the major risk to financial
stability will not be the capital
adequacy of individual banks but
rather the business cycle and
issues around the liquidity of
markets and institutions.”

Prof. Hans Geiger
Swiss Banking Institute
University of Zurich
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Basel 2 and IAS

The drive to bring international regulatory and accounting conformity to the finance sector was viewed by our respondents
as a distinctly mixed blessing.

The new Basel capital adequacy regime provoked a large set of critical responses, mostly aimed at its size and
complexity.  A central bank economist feared that “banking regulators will fail to see the wood for the trees and become
mired in over-elaboration of Basel 2 etc., allowing banks to lose control”.  Alicia Zemanek, chief risk officer of the
Laurentian Bank of Canada, said “The costs far outweigh the advantages in capital reduction and will eventually force
bank consolidation.”

Can Basel even be implemented?  This question bothered inexperienced emerging markets as much as the regulation-laden EU.
Catriona Shaw, head of European affairs at the EU-based Association of Private Client Investment Managers and Stockbrokers,
said that it was “…simply too difficult.  Neither industry nor the regulators are capable of implementing or enforcing the new rules
properly.  Similarly, insufficient work has been done on the potential impact on the industry.”  In France, a respondent thought
efforts were “…far from sufficient and fall short of stirring the global systems and organisation shake-up that is required.
Instead, more and more people become aware of the weaknesses in the system, and see that they don’t get fixed.”  In Australia,
a respondent thought that “too many banks are just paying lip service” to Basel.

Much concern focused on the uniformity that Basel will impose on a large area of risk management.  A UK banker warned that
it “…will lead institutions to use similar systems with an increasing probability of their taking similar decisions based on similar
data at the same time.   Systemic risk will rise and the impact of any financial crisis is potentially magnified.”  Others thought
that Basel 2 would sharpen asset price cycles and could even cause a credit crunch.  A further concern was that Basel’s
prescriptive approach would encourage complacency and over-reliance on regulatory policy, and even drive smaller players out of
business.

On the positive side, it was clear from our 54 country response that Basel is having its impact.  Every country mentioned Basel
among its preoccupations, for good or ill. In general, the advanced industrial countries saw it as a burden, and debated whether
it was worth the cost.  Emerging nations saw it as an entry ticket to respectable markets and were therefore willing to pay a
price.  However many emerging nation respondents doubted the ability of their banks and regulators to implement Basel
properly, and some even feared it would trigger widespread disruption.

A small number of respondents saw some good in Basel 2, such as the officer of one of the multinational financial agencies:
“Basel 2 may, after all, be not that bad because it points up the required risk management skills.”  Others saw it bestowing a
badge of respectability.  Robert McCracken, of consultants Ernst & Young, said: “Regulations…are expensive for banks and may
not prevent control failures.   But equally, banks not subject to equivalent regulation may suffer a rapid loss of confidence if
problems occur or controls are perceived to be weak.”

The new international accounting standards (IAS) were expected to bring similar costs and confusion to Basel 2 by raising
volatility and encouraging balance sheet manipulation.  The chairman of a UK bank said they “will make it harder to understand
profit and loss accounts and balance sheets”.  The mark-to-market requirements of IAS 39 were widely seen to be ill-designed.
Brandon Davies, managing director of the Global Association of Risk Professionals, said they “may well cause some institutions
to conduct bad hedging or no hedging to improve their P&L accounts”.   James Prichard, director of Markit, a risk management
data firm, thought that the emphasis on increased disclosure could be misleading. “At least when you knew nothing, you did get
the impression it was risky and unknowable.  Now that firms are encouraged to publish lots, the incentive is there to mislead,
particularly by smoothing profits.”
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Others highlighted the danger that firms will focus on regulatory compliance rather
than true risk management.   A UK clearing banker said: “People are taking their eye
off the business as they battle with the new regime on regulatory oversight.
Regulatory developments are absorbing discretionary business and technology
resources – at the expense of other risk management activity.”  A French banker saw
increased regulation merely spurring business to seek ever more esoteric ways of
avoiding it: “More creative accounting, more special purpose vehicles and more
offshorisation […] also more disintermediation between the regulated and non-
regulated (eg hedge funds) sections of the market.”

In geographic terms, concern about over-regulation was most marked among the
G7 countries, particularly the UK which has borne the brunt of local and international
regulatory initiatives (and was also well represented among the respondents).

In the US, the USA PATRIOT Act, money laundering, post-Enron “overkill”, Spitzer
risk and regulatory competition between state and federal regulators were all bugbears.
According to bank analyst Ray Soifer, US regulators “have not been helpful, even
ordering some institutions to reduce their provisions out of a misplaced concern
about so-called ‘earnings management’”.     But US regulators stressed the importance
of implementing rules to improve corporate governance and combat terrorism.  In
Canada, bankers complained of regulatory heavy-handedness and resistance to
consolidation.  In Japan and Australia, there were concerns about inappropriate
regulatory initiatives.

In Europe, the torrent of regulation from Brussels’s Financial Services Action Plan
was considered to have created heavy cost for small benefits, and with little relief in
sight.  A Swedish respondent commented: “It’s a good initiative, but it results in very
big changes for all participants.”   In the UK, the Financial Services Authority came
under fire for its failure to keep regulation in proportion, and for undermining the
City of London’s competitiveness as a financial centre.   One respondent said: “We
are ignoring the benefits of years of experimentation and learning in London’s markets
since WW2 and meekly, passively, taking on the outputs of the Financial Services
Action Plan which have had little practical testing.”

In emerging markets, the main concern was that the rise in regulation was not
being matched by the quality of the regulators themselves.  Dr Mazin Al Janabi,
banking professor in the School of Business Administration at Morocco’s Al
Akhawayn University, saw a gap opening up: “Financial engineering processes and
models have opened the doors for sophisticated instruments and valuation models
that are years ahead for regulators and supervisors to catch up.”

Among the categories of respondents, bankers were the most vociferous about the
rising risks of regulation.  As a group, bank chairmen, CEOs and directors gave “Too
much regulation” the highest score ever awarded to a Banana Skin in the ten years we
have been conducting this survey.   But their concerns were shared by non-bank
business respondents and outside observers of the banking scene because regulation
raises the cost of financial services and reduces competition in the banking sector.
Only regulators did not rank “Too much regulation” among their Top Ten.  They
placed it 20th.
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Not a one-off.  Maybe our respondents were expressing frustration with regulation
as much as concern with its potentially damaging effects.   But this year’s result is
not a one-off; it is the culmination of a clear trend going back through several years
of Banana Skin surveys (see chart).   Ruben Lee, managing director of the Oxford
Finance Group, commented: “The bad effects won’t come with a bang but with a long
drawn-out sigh.”

Note: This is the first year we ranked “Too much regulation”.  In previous years
respondents  were asked to rank “International regulation” or “Domestic regulation”.
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2 Credit risk (2)
Concerns about credit risk remain high, and focus on cut-throat pricing and shaky
asset quality.

Many respondents felt that credit is too keenly priced, and driven by competition
rather than any proper assessment of the risk.  This is undermining recent
improvements in risk management.    A central banker said that banks were “…failing
to react appropriately to changes in credit risk, in particular by extrapolating the
benign conditions of the past few years into the future.  Such an extrapolation may
be correct, but it may not be – in the property market and many others too.”
Economist Andrew Smithers pointed out that the profits of US financial companies
were a long way above their long-run mean. “A sharp drop in profits is therefore
highly probable”, he said.

Asset quality was seen to be deteriorating because of high debt burdens and rising
interest rates.  A UK banking academic said that higher money costs were
“…inadequately factored into bank credit risk assessments.  Major credit losses are
very possible in commercial property, small and medium business lending and retail
unsecured lending, and even possibly in residential mortgages.”   Many respondents
focused on the property market, specially on what a German economist called “the
hot housing markets of the UK, Ireland and Spain”.  On the corporate side, the
managing director of risk measurement at a large US investment bank said credit

Losing money the
old-fashioned way . . .
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markets were “very frothy, with massive liquidity resulting in companies
overlevering”.

The consumer sector was much mentioned.  John Calverley, chief economist at
American Express Bank, said: “The main risk is that consumer lending, the big growth
area of recent years, comes unstuck.  That would most likely be in the context of a
major recession and fall in house prices, and stocks too.   It probably will not happen
in the next 2-3 years, but probably will happen in 5-7 years.”   Sandeep Shivare of
Federated Research in the US said that the risk of an “overcreditized consumer base”
coupled with a global recession would be devastating to the finance industry.   “This
is driven largely by the manufacturing companies and the banks, neither of whom are
willing to walk away from the tremendous short term gains in favour of long term
stability.”

Those who were less concerned about credit risk felt that the economic situation is
broadly healthy and that the risks are manageable.   One respondent noted that credit
risk was now widely dispersed through a range of financial instruments, though this
did raise the question: “Are the ultimate bearers of the risk properly capitalised?”

3 Corporate governance (8)
This risk is still rising on the back of persistent corporate scandals: the collapse of
Parmalat and Citibank's misbehaviour in Japan being two frequently noted examples.
A US regulator saw banks with poor governance facing a “perfect storm scenario
which could threaten their viability”.  The director of a Belgian bank noted that
“pressure is increasing but in general banks are not taking this matter seriously”.
Some respondents felt that arrogance and other attitude problems were generating
complacency in this area.

Particular aspects of corporate governance where people saw risks were:

The larger they grow, the bigger the
risks:  A central banker wrote that
recent scandals “show that operating
units in global banks are willing to take
crazy institution-threatening risks to
exploit short-term profit opportunities”.
A senior member of a large US bank saw
big banks going for “globalisation
without global management capability”.
“As institutions grow larger and operate
in more complex markets, they become
harder to control…  Not least, these
types of risk are increased in difficult
financial markets where high returns
become ever more elusive but the search for extraordinary returns continues,” said
UK banker Dick Bell.

Weak ethics:  Many respondents saw weak governance expressing itself in an
attitude, in the words of one of them, that says: “Providing everybody is doing the

A suspicious lot

“There is insufficient trust in the
system, whether within organisations
and markets or between institutions
and customers.  Of itself this is not
a threat to safety, more a continuing
concern about management attitudes
and actions in response.”

London investment banker

Taking governance
seriously . . .
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same thing, it’s OK.”  A respondent from Singapore said that “too much slips by
under the name of market practice”.  A US respondent said that, ethically, “too many
deals are on the edge”.

Loss of confidence in banks:    The threat that banks will lose the trust of their
customers is seen to be on the rise.  Dianne Hayter, vice chairman of the UK's
Financial Services Consumer Panel, said: “Consumers don't like their banks!  If banks
don't respond to consumer concerns (about ID, time and cost of transfers, credit
card cheques and bank closures) there will be a further drop in confidence.”   Mick
McAteer of the Consumers Association added: “It is not clear that bankers/regulators/
politicians…recognise the level of discontent about the lack of governance and
accountability (from the consumer perspective) in our financial institutions.”   Some
respondents thought that confidence problems were specially acute in emerging
markets where banks had to work harder to gain people's trust.

Lack of transparency:   Many
respondents felt that bank accountability
and transparency still left much to be
desired, a view reflected by Markus
Kaempf, chief risk officer at Finter Bank
Zurich: “External auditors are still wary
about reporting things when they appear
really wrong and this is simply because
they are afraid of losing a mandate.
While the Sarbanes-Oxley Act is a first
small step in the right direction, we are
still a long way from having reliable
transparency.”

Too much:  But this is also a risk that
many of our correspondents feel is
overblown, and causing damage of its
own.  “Stable door closing”, “a nightmare
and much waste”, “flogged to death”,
“mainly hot air” were some of the
comments we got.  One respondent
wrote: “Can no one stop the corporate
governance juggernaut?   It might look very pretty to politicians but has little practical
use at the working level when so much of it is a box-ticking exercise.  It also acts as
a deterrent for right-minded people to participate.”  A US banker warned:
“Inappropriate criticism of banks' handling of their customers could lead to greater
disintermediation.”

4 Derivatives (1)
Derivatives seem to have lost some of their sting since the last survey, when they
came top of the list.  It is not clear why since the great majority of our respondents
still see these instruments, particularly credit derivatives, as a potentially explosive
mixture owing to their complexity and the huge positions taken by what one called
“the unwilling and the unknowing”.  Too much leverage, too much liquidity were
widespread concerns.

Views of short termism

From Germany:
“Why should Deutsche Bank expect
to earn 25 per cent return on equity
in 2005, and what will the long
run cost to its reputation be if –
perhaps fleetingly – it succeeds?”

From Australia:
“The biggest balance sheets and
not best practice triumph in the
short to medium term”.

From Italy:
“Some managements have a policy
of paying dividends tomorrow with
small interest in developing
medium term strategy.”

Losing sting?
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A leading City investment banker said: “The biggest threat remains excessive,
undisclosed (and sometimes naked) position leverage through derivatives and
securitisation etc. across the whole spectrum of financial institutions.  It is still
growing.”   The head of group risk at a large Swiss bank saw problems with “hedge
funds, insurance companies and other large market participants holding large portions
of risk which are not transparent to the market (eg credit risks directly, or through,
derivatives)”.  A central banker went further: “Structured finance is out of control.”

The suspicion that a lot of players in the derivative markets still don't really
understand them coloured our respondents' views.   The chairman of a large City
property company thought financial institutions were vulnerable “either through
management not fully appreciating the risks or through failure of counterparties”.

The complexity of derivatives was another factor.   “Can risk management techniques
keep up with the complexity of products?” asked the director of investor relations at
a large Belgian bank.    The head of a banking trade association saw a related problem:
“that derivative market practices, documentation etc. remain late, sloppy and
vulnerable.”   A US regulator was concerned about what he saw as weak oversight of
derivatives trading in Europe, especially at a time when more US investors were
trading alternative currencies to the dollar.

Credit derivatives are at the top of people's concerns.  John Plender, columnist on
the Financial Times, said these were “untried in stressful circumstances”.  Many
respondents feared the consequences of a crash in the credit product market.   The
co-head of fixed income at a large US investment bank said: “These products are
illiquid and will move violently lower in price in the event of broad credit concerns
causing forced selling.  This would seriously affect credit hedge funds, smaller banks
and insurers investing in these instruments.”  Thomas Butler, chief executive of
Anglo-Romanian Bank, saw credit derivatives creating distortions and adding to the
volatility of underlying markets.  “In many respects the default risk market has become
a speculative trading instrument rather than a vehicle for mitigating credit risk”, he
said.

But there were positive views too.   A product manager from one of the large derivative
exchanges felt the risks had levelled out: “There is a better understanding of products,”
he said.     Other respondents pointed out that participation in these markets was
confined to a few key players who understood them well and were financially sound,
though this had an associated risk: market concentration.

5 Hedge funds (15)
A strongly rising Banana Skin.  People are alarmed by the rapid growth of the hedge
fund sector and its capacity to cause damage.  Charles Prescott, managing director
of Fitch Ratings, summed up concerns:  “They are to all intents and purposes
unregulated; they are not transparent, in order to attain high investment returns they
are generally highly geared; they have a very large appetite for risk, no outside body
supervises their risk control systems, they owe considerable amounts to major world
banks, with whom some have close relationships which could lead to the development
of systemic risk.”     Several respondents felt hedge funds were “an accident waiting
to happen”.

Accident-in-waiting?
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Much of the concern focused on the size and aggressiveness of the hedge fund
industry.  The head of the financial services practice at a City law firm said: “The
industry is now so large (and growing) that no one really knows how dangerous it is
in terms of causing systemic collapse.”  Many shared the view of a German bank
economist who saw “too much money and too many traders chasing a diminishing
potential for arbitrage”, and being forced to take on ever greater risks to keep up
returns.  A shake-out could be on the way, they warned.

Will hedge funds damage the banks?     Many respondents saw unhealthy links
where banks offered “prime brokerage” services to hedge funds (i.e. preferential
trading arrangements and even credit).   One UK economist described prime
brokerage as “the crack cocaine of the financial markets”, adding that “when the Fed
bubble bursts, we will discover where the leverage is concentrated and which
institutions have managed risks correctly”.    Hedge funds now control a good portion
of the liquidity in the markets and this also made banks vulnerable, respondents
thought.  One regulator feared that the failure of a major hedge fund could lead to “a
re-run of LTCM [the large hedge fund which failed in 1998 and caused heavy bank
losses]”.     Another thought that banks were being “outleveraged by huge unregulated
hedge funds all chasing diminishing returns with massive amounts of liquidity”.

But are banks any better than hedge funds?  Many have proprietary trading desks
which are effectively internal hedge funds which “are also capable of big losing bets
and have spotty controls”, according to Roger Kubarych, senior economic adviser at
HVB Group in New York.

Some respondents expressed concern about the migration of hedge fund products
into the retail sector through guaranteed return products or fixed rate loans.    A
UK consultant warned: “They will be mis-sold because, like precipice bonds, if you
were honest about the risks, no one would buy them.  But people want to sell them,
and they are likely to severely damage the [unit trust] market.”

6 Fraud (11)
The threat of financial crime has risen strongly over the last two years, with fraud –
at least in bankers' eyes – a more pressing problem than the much-publicised official
concern with money laundering (which came 13th). Andrew Clark of
PricewaterhouseCoopers wrote: “Fraud appears to be becoming more organised and
more international, giving fraudsters access to greater resources, especially
technology.  Banks are finding it harder and harder to stay ahead.”

Worries focus specifically on technology-related crime: Internet fraud, identity theft,
security risks in payment systems, network intrusion etc., all of which have been
sharpened by the growing sophistication of fraudsters and terrorists – and a potentially
more stressful economic environment.  A senior US regulator felt the changing nature
of banking was enlarging the threat through “increased electronic services, expanded
customer access and less direct customer contact”.

A major concern was that fraud and security breaches would undermine confidence
in banks, specially Internet banks.   The head of risk at a major fund management
firm said: “The lack of security of online banking could lead to customers becoming
increasingly reluctant to trust/use financial institutions.”  Piers Williamson, chief

e-fraud . . .
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executive of the UK's Housing Finance Corporation, feared “the failure of an Internet
bank following hacking or equivalent”.

Another worry was identity theft.  John Bullard, vice-president of secure payment
organisation Identrus, said this type of threat “…has the potential to be exponentially
more dangerous than money laundering.  It stretches the whole way along a transaction
cycle and can be relaundered several times.  By contrast, money laundering is
essentially restricted to the money that comes only at the back end of a transaction.”

Some respondents linked the fraud threat to another Banana Skin: bankers' poor grasp
of technology (see no. 16).  An investment banker said:  “The combination is
dangerous not because of immediate financial impact but because of the potential
for loss of confidence in financial institutions by customers.”  The senior vice-
president of a large credit card organisation believed that advances in factoring large
prime numbers (the basis of encryption) was threatening “a fundamental undermining
of our security… We're not doing enough to prepare for this inevitable development.”

7 Currencies (18)
This risk has risen sharply since last year, driven by worries about the US dollar.   A
Washington-based economist wrote: “The greatest risks over the next year or so
must derive from the possibility of a disorderly devaluation of the US dollar.  Markets
may not have yet fully factored in the apparent reluctance of the US Administration
and Congress to get to grips with the imbalances in the US economy.” Many
respondents thought these shocks could be triggered by changes in Asian foreign
exchange policies, particularly in China.

Many also focused on the potential for violent movement.  One analyst found the
current consensus around the dollar “scary”, while Diane Coyle of Enlightenment
Economics in London said: “When currency realignments occur, they're big! Recall
that the dollar went from $2.40 to $1.05 [to the pound] in 81- 85.”

Apart from the sheer seismic power of a dollar adjustment, respondents also worried about
what one of them called “dependency risk”: you simply cannot escape the dollar.  The
shock waves were expected to be specially felt in Europe because of the fragility of the
eurozone.  Lord Tugendhat, chairman of Lehman Brothers Europe, foresaw possible
dollar:euro exchange rate instability if the US failed to act and the Asian countries did not
bear their share of the burden.  “I worry about how the still new institutional framework of
the eurozone would cope with the political and social tensions if this occurred”, he said.

8 High dependence on technology (12)
This is a rising risk because of banks' increasing reliance on potentially fragile
systems for their day-to-day operations, and also because of the dangers of hackers,
virus attacks and fraud.   The head of risk at a large Swiss bank was concerned about
“large scale hacking/phishing attacks leading to a loss of trust by the general public”.

Connectivity:   One form of technology risk lies in the wide and instantaneous
links that now connect markets which previously operated to their own rhythms.
Gopal Pathak, who develops software for HSBC in India, said: “The IT industry has
so closely integrated our environment that a slight impact in any industry affects the
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entire system, including capital markets,
at a greater pace than in the past.” A
respondent from a large computer firm
worried that automated trading systems
with their high speed responses to market
movements added to general volatility.

A further area of concern was the huge
cost of installing systems and keeping
them up to date.  A respondent from
the risk management section of a large
UK clearing bank was worried about the
“increasing IT costs required to maintain
risk management capability of credit
systems – making ongoing investment
difficult”.  But a consultant thought the
real danger was “the lack of investment
in systems which may bring about a dependence on outdated technology”. A Swiss
banker said: “More investment will be needed in informed and experienced IT security
and IP lawyers to protect data and brands, and educate customers.”

9 Risk management techniques (16)
Although the general quality of bank risk management is seen to be improving, new
concerns are giving this Banana Skin fresh prominence.  The main one is the trend
towards more machines and fewer people in the risk assessment process.

Jonathan Hayward, chief executive of
Independent Audit Limited, warned of
“overreliance on statistically-based risk
management techniques, encouraged by
Basel 2.   These are not the last word on the
subject and are often incapable of intuitive
understanding, but they seem to be driving
out experienced judgment from the practice
of risk management.”  The head of global
trading risk at a US multinational bank
agreed: “The great risk is not only that they
may prove wrong but that so many
institutions will be on the same side of the
ship when the model tilts.  Historical bases
have proven very useful but not perfect
predictors.  Hence those institutions that
try to rely on models exclusively will be
adversely impacted versus those that use a
more balanced approach using judgment
and quantitative techniques.”

A related concern was widespread bank dependence on models which might contain similar
biases or flaws, or be too backward-looking.  This loss of diversity could encourage herding
and reduce liquidity when it is most needed in a crisis.

Model risk

“The goal of quantitative and objective
decision-making may cause the
pendulum to swing too far from the
traditional judgmental approach.  By
giving insufficient weight to qualitative
judgment, institutions will become even
more exposed to model risk, with an
increasing reliance upon unregulated
third parties (ie ratings agencies and
the providers of risk management
systems/methodologies).  This will
increase the potential for bad lending
decisions.”

Group financial risk controller
Multinational bank

The great escape

One EU banking supervisor was so
concerned about the financial system’s
dependence on technology that he
wrote: “Personally, I have already
considered buying a small house
somewhere in the mountains with a
field where I could grow grain and breed
sheep simply to get something to eat
if there is a real technology crisis in
the world.   But so far I have decided
to take the risk of being left with money
I cannot swallow.”
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As regards the quality of risk management more generally, one concern among our
respondents was that recent cost-cutting in banks had “eroded resilience to market
events and shocks”,  while the growing size and complexity of banking groups made
it even more difficult to identify and manage risk.   Several respondents made the
point that risk management still tended to be bitty rather than group-wide.   But a US
regulatory official was more upbeat.  “The state of the art continues to advance, as
does implementation.”

10 Macro-economic trends (3)
Worries about the state of the world economy have become less pronounced, but
more specifically focused on the US where large budget and external payment deficits
are seen to contain the seeds of financial disruption.  Many shared the view of Norbert
Walter, chief economist of Deutsche Bank, that macro-economic imbalances present
“the danger of disorderly adjustment”.  The crunch could be brought on by another
Bush sally into the Middle East, a resurgence in inflation and a consequent crackdown
by central banks, or a loss of confidence among highly indebted consumers.

Some respondents felt that the US is not the only problem.  They worried about
continued sluggishness in Japan and about the stability of the newly expanded EU as
it grappled with big structural issues. “Over the next 2-3 years we believe there will
be increased strains in the eurozone provoked by tensions over the stability pact and
referenda on the European constitution”, said one London-based economics
consultancy.

But a number of respondents saw an opposite problem: the persistence of a low
inflation/interest rate environment, even the risk of deflation.  David Potter, non-
executive director of Noble Group, warned that “lower volatility and stable returns
will progressively hit hedge funds and also undermine the fundamental economics
of asset management”.  Many respondents feared that low inflation would induce
complacency in banks, which would then be caught on the hop as the economic climate
worsened.

But compared to previous years, the macro-economic Banana Skin had lost some of
its slip.  “Stable and without huge shocks” was how one respondent saw it.

11 Insurance sector problems (4)
Concern about the insurance sector has also eased somewhat since the last survey,
though it is still viewed as financially and managerially weak, and in pressing need of
modernisation.   Jens Tholstrup of Oxford Analytica said: “The sector remains
vulnerable to threats from regulators, nationalization, volatile financial markets and
inadequate risk management procedures.”

“The insurance sector is still in trouble - and years behind the banks in terms of business
practices” said a London-based consultant.   Another took the view that “…insurers now
fall into two camps, those who understand that the business model does not work, and those
who still think it does.  There will be more mistakes and mis-selling from the latter.”

Contributing to the sector's weakness are its poor capital position, its exposure to
opaque derivatives markets, and, in the UK, a still unresolved backlog of compensation

Getting better?
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claims for mis-selling.  Regulation of the sector was still seen as weak, but improving.
John Tattersall of PricewaterhouseCoopers said that “the risk of loss of confidence
in the insurance sector globally – especially the life sector – is of concern, though
regulators are addressing this both locally and globally in new accounting and solvency
proposals, alongside the actions that the companies themselves are taking”.

The life insurance sector was seen as
specially vulnerable because of liability
underfunding and wider management and
capital problems.  A risk manager at a
large UK banking group saw companies
“with weak capital positions being hit by
new prudential rule books requiring
more capital, an increasing need to buy
distribution to meet changes in the
market and regulation, more customer
complaints and pay-outs, and a
government/regulatory cap on fees and
charges”.

On the general insurance front, the
recent discovery of questionable
broking practices in New York by Eliot
Spitzer was widely taken as a sign that
the industry is being slow to clean up its
act – and could suffer further
uncomfortable revelations. “The
commission problems in the US and closer scrutiny of cosy relations between
brokers and underwriters could lead to some high profile casualties in the UK”, said
one respondent.

Some people took comfort from the fact that insurance companies, unlike banks, do
not lie at the heart of the financial system.  As one of them said: “Sordid but not
systemic.”   But Richard Dale, professor of banking at Southampton University, said
that the role of insurance companies as sellers of default protection in the credit
derivatives market “brings them into the front line in terms of systemic risk”.

12 Interest rates (9)
Interest rates are softening as a threat, not because they seem benign but because
most people think they know which way they are heading – up.  This view was
geographically widespread - the US, Canada, the EU, Asia - and respondents' concerns
were similar: the impact on credit quality and, through a flattening of the yield curve,
on bank earnings.

In the US, a regulator said that rising rates “represent the linchpin of our concerns
over the next year or so”.   The implications would be higher debt service burdens
for people and businesses, slower business growth for lenders, and only a temporary
boost to lending margins.  “A slow and steady rise in interest rates appears likely and
will be manageable for most institutions.  Unexpected volatility would pose more of
a concern,” he said.  “Earnings growth will be a challenge for many institutions.”

The pensions time bomb

“Pensions will continue to dominate
older company/industry sectors as
pension liabilities get closer to
proper mark-to-market valuations.
They are moving in the right
direction but are not there yet, and
the process could produce some
casualties.   The new UK Pension
Protection Fund is (i) inadequately
funded and (i i) misaligns
incentives.  A full blown pensions
crisis is still possible.”

Neil Record
Chief executive
Record Currency Management
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Several respondents saw a potential collapse of the US bond market if interest rates
rose sharply.   In Europe, respondents felt that banks were underestimating the potential
for interest rate rises in the eurozone as well, and therefore for rising corporate
default rates.   The impact on fragile housing markets was also highlighted.

13 Money laundering (14)
The broad feeling among our respondents is that the regulatory crackdown on money
laundering is overdone, and that the risks facing banks in this area have more to do
with regulatory compliance than handling illicit funds.  This feeling was particularly
high among senior bank management.  A City lawyer said: “Much regulation is out of
all proportion to the harm it is trying to correct; anti-money laundering provisions
in particular are generating mountains of paperwork and are ineffective in terms of
prevention.”   But regulators stressed their concern about violations in this area, and
the strong legal sanctions that need to be enforced.  A number of respondents felt
that banks were vulnerable to reputation as much as financial risk if they transgressed.

14 Commodities (26)
Rising strongly on the back of two concerns: oil and gold.   Oil is vulnerable to
upheavals in the Middle East and China’s growing share of the market.  The fortunes
of gold remain closely linked to the general political and economic picture.   But
there was a widespread view that while commodity markets are likely to be more
rather than less volatile in the years ahead, people have a good grip on them, so the
risks are limited.  “Although movements are large, they are manageable” said the
treasury director of a large London bank.

A respondent from Singapore, scene of the recent China Aviation Oil trading loss,
remarked on the risks of dealing in commodity instruments which are not exchange
traded and are therefore less closely regulated.  “These products are more complex,
generally less liquid and exhibit higher price volatility”, he said.   One of our
respondents, a specialist in commodity market volatility analysis, forecast that the

The financial risks in China

The West may be too exposed to a country which is potentially highly volatile,
politically and economically.  “Interruption of the reform process in China could
have far-reaching effects, beyond the region”, warned an EU banking regulator.
Respondents from inside China highlighted the weaknesses of governance and
regulation in the banking sector, where the pressures for change are strong.
The head of China business planning for a large Japanese bank said: “There is
not much room for banks to hedge interest rate and foreign exchange risk.  So
while they know the risks exist, their power to handle them is very limited.”   A
banker with one of China’s large state-owned banks noted the weakness of risk
controls and said: “Of course, the bank doesn’t want to put much effort into
risk management because it takes up too many resources.”  A third respondent
said that while government bail-outs were providing respite for stressed banks,
they were only making things worse in the long run.

Oil and gold . . .
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oil price would reach triple digits by early 2006, “which would cripple certain large
financial institutions”.

15 Emerging markets (22)
The fashion for emerging market investment may be overdone because of the potential
for economic and political volatility, particularly with world interest rates rising.   A
US respondent wrote: “There is a risk that emerging market assets are priced to
perfection, and that current tight spreads do not adequately reflect the risks.”

Several respondents noted that banking systems in emerging markets still need a lot
of work before they are up to Western standards.  A number pointed to weaknesses
in Russia (lack of experienced personnel, inadequate systems), Eastern Europe, Asia
and the Far East (staffing and regulatory weaknesses).   The divisional head at one of
the multinational development agencies said: “The growth of retail lending in
emerging markets, in particular for non-experienced banks without the necessary
credit reporting infrastructure, may lead to replications of consumer lending crises
as experienced in Korea and Hong Kong.”  This would “require lots of resources”,
he warned.

From India, Sridhar Srinivasan, vice-president of DSL Software, said: “Banks in
developing nations are eager to imitate Western institutions in terms of introducing
new products and services without adequate risk controls or regulatory and political
measures.”  A Brazilian banker said that Latin America “is nowadays less vulnerable
to a global slowdown than it was in the past, when it faced severe financing difficulties
– though banks are growing aggressively”.

A London-based banker saw deeper changes at work: “The increasing shift of
economic power and leadership from the US and Europe to Asia and other developing
economies brings with it a number of risk management challenges for financial
institutions.”   But others thought the dangers to banks were exaggerated.   A US

Islamic finance

What are the risks in Islamic finance?   Several respondents expected Western
banks to face stronger competitive challenges from Islamic banks, particularly
in the developing world where they enjoy strong cultural advantages.    But
some respondents pointed out that Islamic banks operate to commercial
principles which are poorly understood in the West.   Mohammad Shaheed
Khan, with Meezan Bank in Pakistan, said that while Islamic finance “contains
features that enhance market discipline and financial stability”, it also faces
special risks, particularly on the funding side due to possible reputation
damage or inability to generate sufficient returns.   He added: “So far, risk
management is an ignored area of research in Islamic finance.”    But the
chief executive of another leading Islamic bank said: “Different institutions
are at different stages of evolution in terms of preparation for risk management.
We are always strengthening our risk management capabilities.”
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regulator said: “Low exposures here limit the risks.”  A UK banker thought they
were “too small for another bubble”.

16 Grasp of new technology (19)
The main risk here is that bankers will fail to make the best use of technology to get
ahead.  Jeffrey Woodruff, managing director of Reuters, asked: “Will companies
invest in technology to dramatically leap forward, or are we preserving capital
investment and happy with the slow pace of innovation and ingenuity we have
embraced for the past two years?”  Another respondent saw “a failure to utilise new
technology as a key factor for survival”.  A few respondents focused specifically on
Internet banking as an area where banks were still seen to be floundering.

Some respondents thought the weakness lay with bankers' poor understanding of
technology, particularly at the higher levels of management.    But others saw banks
steadily being taken over by a new generation for whom it all came naturally.   One
said: “There's less of it these days.”

17 Legal risk (-)
The risk of litigation is growing (and we included this Banana Skin in our survey for
the first time this year because earlier surveys showed it to be an area of mounting
concern).   Banks are perceived to be natural targets for litigants when companies
fail, customers are sold the wrong product, or regulators get zealous.  “Spitzer-type”
assaults are increasingly likely, and not just in the US.  Howard Flight MP, shadow
chief secretary to the UK Treasury (and a fund manager), said “the blame culture is
rising”.  Some respondents picked up the recent growth in successful legal challenges
to lenders on grounds of unfair terms or overlending, which raised the risk of
repudiation in areas like credit cards. But some felt banks had brought it upon
themselves with their indulgence in questionable practices: this was a self-inflicted
risk.  Concern about legal risk was specially high among regulators.

18 Equities (7)
Concerns about the stock market are weakening as the great upheavals of recent
years slip into the past.  “The shake-out is done” said one respondent, and many
others saw an era of relative stability ahead.     What concerns there were focused on
emerging markets, which appeared to have greater potential for volatility than those
in the major financial centres.

19 Business continuation (5)
Worries about terrorist attacks are declining.   This risk is sharply down on previous
years mainly because, while the possibility of attack remains significant, the financial
system seems to have upped its defences.   But a feisty minority felt this was still a very
problematic area.   A senior investment banker said: “I feel that even now the industry has
not - and probably cannot - fully scope the potential implications of another 9/11 outrage
in a major Western capital or financial centre, and the consequences that might flow
from it.”  A Scandinavian respondent said: “The terrorism fear seems to be declining, but
it will continue to be present, and even small acts can produce strong reactions.”

Realistic or
complacent?
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Several people stressed that while developed nations might now be in better shape to
resist attack, this was not so everywhere.   K. Scott, general manager of the Alliance
Housing Bank in Oman, felt the risks were high in “the less developed world”, and an
East African respondent wrote: “The cost of executing plans that provide ongoing
and real reductions in risk is high and therefore prohibitive for smaller banks in
developing countries.”

20 Banking market overcapacity (17)
The competitive pressures created by excess capacity were a broad underlying concern
throughout this survey.     Although overcapacity itself did not rank high as a Banana
Skin, it was reflected in many other areas: concern about new entrants to the finance
market, easy liquidity, short-termism and the pressure to lower standards.

A typical response was: “Financial market oversupply means a significant risk of
institutions over-extending in order to achieve growth against a competitive
backdrop.”   Many respondents worried that overcapacity was driving banks higher
up the risk curve, whether it was into dodgier loans, more complex deals or
questionable propositions.  “Enron and Parmalat, which offer the chance for fees
and apparently attractive business, will be sought after by banks and bankers”, warned
a senior UK banker.  This was perceived to be a problem in wide areas of finance:
capital markets, retail banking, wealth management, credit cards…

Many respondents also noted that banks tend to ape each other when casting around
for new sources of revenue.  “Too much capital is being invested in flavour of the

Pressure to take risk

The pressure to outperform their peers ranks high among the risks facing banks.
Many of our respondents saw banks fishing downmarket, slackening credit
standards, engaging in imprudent innovation or diversification, even skimping on
risk management to boost earnings.  The head of global trading risk at a large US
bank saw banks striving for returns “…that exceed the normal organic rates of
growth that healthy institutions can generate.  These excess returns (targets of 15-
20 per cent growth a year and returns on equity above 20 per cent) can only be
created by ‘steroid-type’ measures such as aggressive lending to certain sectors
(emerging markets, highly leveraged takeovers or the consumer), or by artificial
accounting.  At the end, the result will not be healthy institutions, and the steroid
effect will prove cancerous.”    Another respondent saw banks going in for innovation
“in desperation to recover market share, leading to highly esoteric products, little
understood by management, risk committees etc.”.  Another thought such strategies
were “all very well for the top firms with the skill and the knowledge to manage
them, but not for the rest”.

The finance director of a major international banking group saw banks being lulled
by “historic benign conditions” into price-cutting, “eg the plethora of 0% APR deals
in personal credit”.  In Australia, a banker saw “deteriorating lending practices:
high lending to property, high loan/value ratios, high household borrowing”.
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Investing in people

Are banks investing enough in staff to stave off a shortage of competent
personnel?   A number of respondents felt that banks face longer term risks
in this area.

Gavin Shreeve, chief executive of the Institute of Financial Services, saw “…a
rapid switch away from a long-term commitment to staff education towards
just-in-time learning.  Like all things to do with education, by the time they
realise the damage done, it will take another generation to fix it!” Swiss
banker Rudi Bogni said that “…the product factory mentality has served banks
well in increasing operating efficiency.  It has, however, reduced the number
of those who have a holistic risk understanding of the bank enterprise to a
small minority.  This could have serious consequences for the ability of smaller
banks to manage their balance sheets, interest rate exposure and overall risk
profile.”   Many respondents from emerging economies said that shortages of
experienced and qualified staff were undermining the risk management process.

21 Management incentives (20)
The risk of ill-structured or perverse incentives is less of a problem than it once
was, possibly because remuneration has been less of an issue in the last year or two.
But this is a background risk that persists because the bonus culture is so deeply
ingrained in much of the banking sector.

Our respondents thought it was hard to create incentives that focused on longer term
targets or the qualitative aspects of the business.  One London-based respondent
saw “the compensation culture leading to reluctance to develop prudent portfolios
and, in conjunction with stifling regulation, leading to moves offshore to friendlier
jurisdictions”.   And then there is the sheer cost.  In London, Michael Savory, chairman
of HSBC Stockbroker Services (and the current Lord Mayor), warned that “rising
overheads, specially salaries and bonuses, will lead to the migration of business
overseas”.

month lines such as hedge funds, private equity, commodities etc,” said a US banker.
“The herd mentality of bankers is causing them to chase after illusory profits in the
provision of services to over-banked areas” said another.   One respondent noted
that competitive pressures were causing banks “to deploy new financial products
and services without proper testing of security infrastructure and controls”.   A few
respondents said that the consequence of all of this would be further consolidation,
which could itself cause problems, particularly in heavily overbanked countries like
the US and Germany.
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22 Political shocks (10)
With the Iraq war 18 months old, the threat of political shocks seems to be receding.
While many of our respondents focused on the hawkishness of the Bush
Administration, they felt that banks could cope.  A US regulator wrote: “World
markets are becoming more adjusted to shocks”.  A banker thought the threat was
“small except in exotic places”.

Nonetheless, many respondents felt that the re-election of George Bush would, in
the words of a senior UK banker, “lead to much greater uncertainty in world markets”.
Much of this came down to the Middle East.   A leading academic economist said:
“The greatest danger is political, either directly through instability in the Middle
East, terrorist attacks in the West, or indirectly via instability in the price of oil.”
A Middle East banker warned that “if any major power were to completely ignore
the fundamentals of economics, the world's financial markets could be shaken up so
badly that banks and financial institutions will inevitably get hurt”.

But other types of political shock were listed as well: the risk of sudden increases in
taxes to meet fiscal imbalances, or of regulatory crackdowns if banks were perceived
to be misbehaving.

23 Retail sales practices (21)
Mis-selling scandals have a habit of
recurring.  Although banks and insurance
companies have worked hard to clean up
their retail acts, this continues to be a
troublesome area – and one that
regulators put in their Top Ten.   Many
respondents thought that banks could
still suffer damage – reputational and
otherwise – from poor service,
inappropriate products and practices
such as predatory lending.    Loss of
customer confidence, political attacks
and ultimately “Spitzer risk” were the
potential penalties.

Several bankers vented frustration over the
increasing controls on retail financial services, particularly what they saw to be the swing
of the pendulum towards consumer protection and vaguely worded “fair treatment”
requirements.   “Regulation will make it more difficult to service clients”, said one.  But
others said the problem was a loss of confidence in banks.  “Are banks able to put short
term profitability ahead of the customer's long term interests – i.e. 3 to 4 day cheque
clearance?” wondered a Scottish banker.   There is a “public perception of greedy banks”
said a top UK clearing banker.

Some respondents saw a future mis-selling scandal erupting around the sale to
consumers of complex products – derivatives and hedge funds.  A US regulator said:
“Privacy and predatory lending are still regulatory concerns.”

Dirty little secrets

A respondent from Germany made
this pointed observation: “Most self-
aware bankers know at least one
dirty little secret, something they
would rather their customers didn’t
know. Perhaps they describe them
to others as ‘niche businesses’ in
‘inefficient markets’. Pressure for
earnings and competition in efficient
markets forces them to capitalise
on these areas.”
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24 Rogue trader (23)
The China Aviation Oil scandal occurred while we were conducting this survey, and
National Australia Bank had lost money a few months before, so the rogue trader
was fresh on respondents' minds.  But this did not drive him up the rankings.  A
senior investment banker said: “He's always a threat.”  One London-based banker
said: “You cannot manage to zero tolerance and make a return on your investment.”
One of our respondents felt that structural change in the markets would increase the
rogue trader threat: “Watch for more, especially as the centre of gravity of the markets
moves East.”

25 Payment systems (25)
Concerns about the strength of payment
systems remained muted, though
vigilance is still called for.  A UK
clearing banker said that the recent huge
growth in connectivity through real time
gross settlement systems had reduced
settlement risk, but raised new forms of
risk, particularly intra-day liquidity risk
and operational risk. A Scandinavian
respondent felt that new investing and
trading techniques put pressure not just
on banks but on regulated markets to
ensure they had robust systems and legal
frameworks.   John Trundle, head of the
business continuity division of the Bank
of England, said “We need to move
towards agreed standards of resilience
to be achieved by all infrastructure and
significant firms.”

The chief executive of a large UK
building society said his confidence in
the UK clearing system had been shaken by the recent “innovation” of dishonouring
cheques well after clearance.

26 Back office (24)
Disruption caused by back office problems is a low order concern, but one which
many respondents felt could still cause widespread damage because of the unrelenting
pace of change. Richard Pattinson, senior director of group treasury at Barclays,
said: “Global markets are increasing rapidly both in the quantum of transactions and
the multitude of products being made available.  I question if all middle and back
offices are keeping pace with front office innovation.”    Several respondents thought
that back offices were specifically falling behind in their ability to handle complex
transactions and derivatives.  Others saw this as a special problem for emerging
market banking systems.

Co-operation is breaking
down

“I believe there has been a significant
change at the top of the commercial
banks towards gaining competitive
advantage.  This has led to a move
away from co-operative work at
industry level to help improve payment
systems, respond collectively to
regulatory challenges or even, dare I
say, builds to bolster resilience.  I
believe this trend is driven by the
stock market and aspirations to
increase shareholder value.”

Head of payment industry
management and strategy
Multinational bank
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Outsourcing was also a worry because it increased operational risk.   One respondent
said that banks were outsourcing business continuation functions to disaster recovery
firms who might be cheaper but less reliable.  Jeremy Smith, of risk consultants Z/Yen
saw outsourcing raising an extra danger: loss of skills.  “If it all goes wrong, it will
be very expensive to put right”, he said.

27 Merger mania (27)
With less happening on the merger front, this is a low ranking Banana Skin.
Nonetheless, a number of our respondents felt that activity could pick up with worrying
consequences: clashes of culture, personalities, legal environments and economic
and business philosophies.  One of the drivers of merger mania could be the new
Basel 2 capital regulations because they will create pressure to consolidate.

Several respondents expressed concern about takeovers that were mismanaged, or
produced institutions that were ungovernable.   Some also worried about the growing
concentration of financial sectors around a small number of giants, and the assumption
that they were “too big to fail”.  A respondent from China remarked: “The newly
born banks may be bigger and stronger.   But systemic risk is getting bigger too.”

But some respondents saw the problem in reverse: too little consolidation.  Philip
Middleton, head of retail banking at Ernst & Young, said that “political obstacles to
consolidation could leave excess capital in the business to compete away margins
and undermine the viability of the smaller and less well-managed banks”.  One country
in question was Canada where several respondents criticised the government's current
anti-merger policy.  One said this was “depriving the country of expertise and
standardised services”.

28 Environmental risk (30)
This has always been a low-ranked risk, though it has come off the very bottom
where it lay last year.  It also ranked among this year's fastest rising risks because of
climate change, natural disasters and pollution claims (though the survey was
conducted before the Asian tsunami).    Richard O’Brien of the Outsights Consultancy
said: “Slowly and steadily, environmental risk seems to be getting on to the radar
screen.  People find it hard to deal with, so action doesn’t often follow on from
identifying the risk.” This was, however, a risk which could be differentiated
geographically.  It came 29th in the G7 respondents' ranking but 21st in the emerging
markets' - suggesting that the developing world is more worried than the developed.
But there was still some resistance to accepting that this whole area constitutes
genuine business risk (as opposed to a softer form of “ethical” risk).  “Overstated!”
harrumphed a City fund manager.

29 Competition from new entrants (28)
Although the threats posed by new entrants to the banking sector remain low, this
area produced a sharp division of opinion.  Respondents from the banking industry
saw new competition posing a continuing challenge.   Chris Pettit of corporate banking
and financial markets strategy at Royal Bank of Scotland said new entrants led to
“finer pricing, lower margins and structures that provide increasingly lower levels
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of protection for banks”.  Another banker spoke of “cheaper and less experienced”
competition damaging the market.  The risk manager of a Czech bank said his country's
recent accession to the EU “increases this potential risk”.  A US regulator
commented: “The industry remains highly competitive”.

But outsiders saw the reverse picture: an industry cosseted and protected by regulation,
and threatened by its own complacency.  “There is too little competition”, said a
respondent from a large international consultancy.   “The barriers to entry are rising”,
said another.   “Regulation kills off competition”, said a third.

Even if the threat remains low, some respondents saw it rising.   The arrival of Banco
Santander on the UK banking scene through its acquisition of Abbey National might
“create price wars”, warned a UK banker, while another respondent thought that non-
banking companies “which are held in high regard by consumers may consider widening
their range of financial products and could even consider moving into mainstream
banking”.  Robin Monro-Davies, non-executive director of HSBC-Axa, said that UK
banks still do not pay their depositors enough interest, and this would continue to
attract new entrants, like the recent arrival of ING Bank from The Netherlands.

30 Too little regulation (-)
A handful of respondents felt that the regulatory risk lay in too little rather than too
much, citing mis-selling, over-lending and corporate greed as the symptoms.
Specific concerns about inadequate regulation in the insurance industry also featured.
But too little regulation is not a big problem.   Even regulators put this one low on
their list: 28th.

Preparedness
Financial institutions appear to be less well equipped to handle Banana Skins than
they were in the last survey.   In 2003, 69 per cent of respondents thought banks
were ‘moderately well prepared or better’ to handle the risks they identified; that
number has now fallen to 57 per cent.  The main reason is that this year’s sample
includes a larger proportion of emerging market and EU accession country bankers
who expressed – often very candid – concerns about the state of readiness in their
banks.   For example a Brazilian banker said: “We still have a lot to do.”  From
Prague, a banker wrote: “There are too many conflicts of interest at the workplace to
handle effectively the main concerns I see.”  However, responses from these markets
showed a high awareness of the need to get their houses in order to meet the Basel
deadlines, and implement up-to-date risk policies and controls.

Overall, bankers were the most upbeat about their preparedness, and regulators the
least, which is to be expected.   Bankers stressed the time and effort they were putting
into risk management and into fostering a risk awareness culture.  Where they gave a
mixed response it tended to be along the lines of “We’re OK but I’m not sure about
them”.  There was also a view that big banks were better prepared than small because
they had more money to spend on risk management, though there was an opposing
view that large size only made risk identification and management harder.

Less well-prepared?
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In the developed banking markets, many respondents felt that recent work on risk control
was beginning to pay off, and that banks were now less vulnerable to shocks.  A
respondent from a large Swiss bank said: “Large institutions are generally well prepared
and able to absorb challenges.”  But some thought that view was born of wishful thinking.
Robert Finney, a partner at City lawyers Denton Wilde Sapte, said banks were
“…generally not well prepared – too much complacency.  Many think they have risk
management largely ‘sorted’ or that models will drive real risk reduction.”

The negative view was often shaped by concern that risk control was now all about
process rather than genuine risk management, or that it came second to profit concerns.
Prof. Winfried Hallerbach of Erasmus University thought that banks were not well
prepared because “short-termism dominates cost-benefit trade-off considerations”.

The big test will be whether banks manage to ride a serious economic downturn.   A UK
regulator said: “Many banking systems are stronger than before (say five or ten years ago).
But they can always be stressed by a dose of economic instability.”  In the US, a federal
regulator said: “US institutions are aware of higher risk areas and have improved risk
management practices over the past decade.  I believe they understand how risk management
must evolve.   But they will be confronted with shorter term market (i.e. earnings) pressures
that will inevitably result in some institutions delaying action and taking undesired missteps.”
A New York official thought they were “not as well prepared as they should be”.

A senior Swiss banker said that time bombs are still ticking away in the investment
departments of insurance companies and pension funds, and in the treasury departments
of less sophisticated banks.  But “…only a violent downturn in the stock markets or a
dramatic rise in interest rates will trigger this.  A dull market going sideways for years
to come is the most benign scenario. Thankfully, this seems to be the common view.”

How well prepared do you think your own and other
financial institutions are to handle the risks you identify?

2005 2003 2002 2000
% % % %

Overall
Moderately well prepared or better 57 69 72 51
Mixed 28 24 19 36
Poorly or worse 15 7 9 13

Of which:
Bankers
Moderately well prepared or better 66 74 81 60
Mixed 24 22 17 37
Poorly or worse 10 4 2 3

Regulators
Moderately well prepared or better 39 57 50 36
Mixed 46 29 33 45
Poorly or worse 15 14 17 19

Observers
Moderately well prepared or better 46 50 43 42
Mixed 31 35 35 32
Poorly or worse 23 15 22 26
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Appendix 1:  Statistics

 Total (436 respondents) Bankers (217) Chairmen, CEOs etc (87) Risk officers (82) Line managers etc. (48) 

1  Too much regulation 3.4  Too much regulation 3.6  Too much regulation 3.8  Too much regulation 3.5  Corporate governance 3.6 

2  Credit risk 3.2  Corporate governance 3.3  Derivatives 3.4  Corporate governance 3.5  Too much regulation 3.5 

3  Corporate governance 3.2  Credit risk 3.3  Hedge funds 3.2  High dependence on tech. 3.4  Credit risk 3.3 

4  Derivatives 3.2  High dependence on tech. 3.2  Credit risk 3.1  Credit risk 3.3  Banking mkt o'capacity 3.1 

5  Hedge funds 3.1  Derivatives 3.2  Currencies 3.1  Fraud 3.3  Currencies 3.1 

6  Fraud 3.1  Fraud 3.2  Corporate governance 3.1  Risk management tech's 3.2  Risk management tech's 3.1 

7  Currencies 3.1  Risk management tech's 3.1  Fraud 3.0  Derivatives 3.1  High dependence on tech. 3.1 

8  High dependence on technology 3.0  Hedge funds 3.0  Risk management tech's 3.0  Money laundering 3.1  Fraud 3.0 

9  Risk management techniques 3.0  Currencies 3.0  Commodities 3.0  Macro-economic trends 3.0  Macro-economic trends 3.0 

10  Macro-economic trends 2.9  Money laundering 3.0  High dependence on tech. 2.9  Hedge funds 3.0  Money laundering 2.9 

11  Insurance sector problems 2.9  Macro-economic trends 2.9  Insurance sect. problems 2.9  Legal risk 2.9  Hedge funds 2.9 

12  Interest rates 2.8  Grasp of new technology 2.8  Business continuation 2.9  Business continuation 2.9  Interest rates 2.9 

13  Money laundering 2.8  Interest rates 2.8  Emerging markets 2.9  Grasp of new technology 2.9  Political shocks 2.8 

14  Commodities 2.8  Insurance sect. problems 2.8  Macro-economic trends 2.8  Retail sales practices 2.9  Derivatives 2.8 

15  Emerging markets 2.7  Legal risk 2.8  Grasp of new technology 2.8  Currencies 2.8  Grasp of new technology 2.8 

16  Grasp of new technology 2.7  Business continuation 2.8  Equities 2.8  Banking mkt o'capacity 2.7  Equities 2.7 

17  Legal risk 2.7  Emerging markets 2.7  Money laundering 2.7  Interest rates 2.7  Emerging markets 2.7 

18  Equities 2.7  Commodities 2.7  Interest rates 2.7  Insurance sect. problems 2.7  Legal risk 2.7 

19  Business continuation 2.7  Banking mkt o'capacity 2.7  Management incentives 2.7  Emerging markets 2.7  Retail sales practices 2.6 

20  Banking market overcapacity 2.7  Equities 2.7  Banking mkt o'capacity 2.7  Rogue trader 2.7  Insurance sect. problems 2.5 

21  Management incentives 2.6  Political shocks 2.7  Legal risk 2.7  Management incentives 2.7  Management incentives 2.5 

22  Political shocks 2.6  Management incentives 2.6  Political shocks 2.7  Equities 2.7  Back office 2.5 

23  Retail sales practices 2.6  Retail sales practices 2.6  Rogue trader 2.6  Commodities 2.6  Merger mania 2.5 

24  Rogue trader 2.5  Payment systems 2.6  Payment systems 2.6  Payment systems 2.5  Business continuation 2.5 

25  Payment systems 2.5  Rogue trader 2.5  Back office  2.5  Political shocks 2.5  Rogue trader 2.4 

26  Back office 2.4  Back office 2.5  Retail sales practices 2.5  Back office 2.5  Commodities 2.4 

27  Merger mania 2.3  Merger mania 2.4  Comp. from new entrants 2.3  Merger mania 2.4  Environmental risk 2.3 

28  Environmental risk 2.3  Environmental risk 2.4  Environmental risk 2.3  Comp. from new entrants 2.4  Payment systems 2.3 

29  Competition from new entrants 2.3  Comp. from new entrants 2.3  Merger mania 2.3  Environmental risk 2.4  Comp. from new entrants 2.2 

30  Too little regulation 1.9  Too little regulation 2.0  Too little regulation 1.6  Too little regulation 1.7  Too little regulation 1.7 

 Total score    82.8 84.5 83.6 84.8 82.3

 Average score     2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.7

This table breaks survey responses down by type of respondent and geography.   The
four main respondent categories are bankers (commercial and investment), non-
banking companies (insurance, fund management, stockbroking and a small number
of industrial), regulators (including central bankers, finance ministry etc.) and
observers (analysts, academics, journalists, consultants etc.)    Bankers are further
broken down into those at board and chief executive level, risk officers and line
managers.  The geographical breakdown is into Group of Seven, European Union and
Switzerland, and emerging markets.

The table shows the scores given to each Banana Skin by each category (out of a
possible 5).    The table also gives the (unweighted) total and average scores for each
category.  This suggests that emerging markets have the highest level of anxiety
about the banking outlook and G7 countries the lowest.  Among the types of
respondent, regulators scored highest on the anxiety scale followed by bankers, non-
bankers and observers.   Within the banking category, risk officers scored highest.

This year’s top Banana Skin – Too much regulation – was among the top three in
eight of the ten categories, with bank chairmen and CEOs awarding it a collective
average of 3.8, the highest score ever for a single Banana Skin, an indication of the
strength of feeling about regulation, if nothing more.  (Last year’s highest score was
3.4 for credit derivatives.)    Predictably, perhaps, regulators gave it a much lower
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 Non-bankers (78) Regulators (25) Observers (112) G7 (281) EU and Switzerland (245) Emerging markets (75) 

1  Too much regulation 3.4  Hedge funds 3.4  Hedge funds 3.2  Too much regulation 3.3  Too much regulation 3.6  Corporate governance 3.6

2  Derivatives 3.2  Commodities 3.4  Currencies 3.2  Currencies 3.3  Credit risk 3.5  Credit risk 3.6

3  Hedge funds 3.2  Insurance sect. problems 3.4  Too much regulation 3.1  Corporate governance 3.2  High dependence on tech. 3.4  Derivatives 3.5

4  Currencies 3.1  Currencies 3.3  Credit risk 3.1  Hedge funds 3.2  Corporate governance 3.3  Currencies 3.5

5  Corporate governance 3.1  Derivatives 3.3  Fraud 3.1  Derivatives 3.2  Hedge funds 3.2  Fraud 3.4

6  Credit risk 3.1  Corporate governance 3.3  Derivatives 3.1  Credit risk 3.1  Derivatives 3.2  Money laundering 3.4

7  Fraud 3.0  Credit risk 3.2  Insurance sect. problems 3.0  Risk management tech's 3.0  Commodities 3.2  High dependence on tech. 3.4

8  Risk management tech's 3.0  Legal risk 3.1  Corporate governance 3.0  Fraud 3.0  Currencies 3.1  Risk management tech's 3.3

9  Banking mkt o'capacity 2.9  Retail sales practices 3.1  Risk management tech's 3.0  Commodities 3.0  Fraud 3.1  Too much regulation 3.3

10  Macro-economic trends 2.8  Business continuation 3.0  Interest rates 2.8  Insurance sect. problems 3.0  Risk management tech's 3.1  Hedge funds 3.3

11  Interest rates 2.8  Money laundering 3.0  High dependence on tech. 2.8  Banking mkt o'capacity 3.0  Macro-economic trends 3.0  Equities 3.2

12  Emerging markets 2.8  High dependence on tech. 3.0  Macro-economic trends 2.8  High dependence on tech. 2.9  Banking mkt o'capacity 3.0  Macro-economic trends 3.2

13  High dependence on tech. 2.8  Macro-economic trends 3.0  Commodities 2.8  Macro-economic trends 2.8  Grasp of new technology 2.9  Business continuation 3.1

14  Commodities 2.8  Fraud 2.9  Emerging markets 2.7  Legal risk 2.8  Insurance sect. problems 2.9  Interest rates 3.1

15  Equities 2.8  Management incentives 2.9  Grasp of new technology 2.6  Money laundering 2.8  Money laundering 2.9  Grasp of new technology 3.1

16  Business continuation 2.7  Interest rates 2.8  Equities 2.6  Interest rates 2.8  Legal risk 2.9  Retail sales practices 3.0

17  Insurance sect. problems 2.7  Risk management tech's 2.8  Legal risk 2.6  Emerging markets 2.7  Retail sales practices 2.8  Political shocks 3.0

18  Money laundering 2.7  Equities 2.8  Money laundering 2.5  Business continuation 2.7  Interest rates 2.8  Commodities 2.9

19  Legal risk 2.7  Political shocks 2.8  Retail sales practices 2.5  Grasp of new technology 2.7  Equities 2.8  Emerging markets 2.9

20  Grasp of new technology 2.7  Too much regulation 2.8  Political shocks 2.5  Equities 2.6  Emerging markets 2.8  Legal risk 2.9

21  Management incentives 2.6  Emerging markets 2.7  Management incentives 2.5  Back office 2.6  Political shocks 2.6  Environmental risk 2.8

22  Rogue trader 2.6  Grasp of new technology 2.6  Banking mkt o'capacity 2.4  Management incentives 2.6  Merger mania 2.6  Payment systems 2.8

23  Retail sales practices 2.6  Back office 2.5  Back office 2.3  Political shocks 2.6  Rogue trader 2.6  Back office 2.7

24  Political shocks 2.5  Banking mkt o'capacity 2.5  Rogue trader 2.3  Retail sales practices 2.5  Business continuation 2.5  Banking mkt o'capacity 2.7

25  Back office 2.4  Payment systems 2.4  Business continuation 2.3  Rogue trader 2.4  Management incentives 2.5  Management incentives 2.7

26  Environmental risk 2.4  Merger mania 2.3  Payment systems 2.3  Payment systems 2.4  Comp. from new entrants 2.5  Insurance sect. problems 2.7

27  Merger mania 2.3  Rogue trader 2.2  Environmental risk 2.3  Merger mania 2.4  Payment systems 2.5  Merger mania 2.7

28  Comp. from new entrants 2.3  Too little regulation 2.2  Merger mania 2.2  Comp. from new entrants 2.4  Environmental risk 2.4  Rogue trader 2.6

29  Payment systems 2.2  Environmental risk 2.2  Comp. from new entrants 2.1  Environmental risk 2.1  Back office 2.4  Comp. from new entrants 2.5

30  Too little regulation 1.9  Comp. from new entrants 2.1  Too little regulation 1.7  Too little regulation 2.1  Too little regulation 2.0  Too little regulation 2.1

  82.2 85.2 79.5 84.0 86.6 90.8 

  2.7 2.8 2.7 2.8 2.9 3.0 

score (2.8, which put it 20th on their list).  But it is also noteworthy that emerging
markets only placed it 9th, reflecting, perhaps, their belief that this is an area where
they are still weak.

The rankings also show marked differences in perceptions of risk.  Disagreement
was widest over commodities (ranked 2nd by regulators and 26th by line managers)
and the insurance sector (3rd by regulators and 26th by emerging markets).   There
was also considerable disagreement about the level of overcapacity in the banking
market with its ranking ranging from 4th to 24th.    The Banana Skins with the strongest
convergence of view were macro-economic trends and credit risk.

Other noteworthy points include:
- Bank chairmen, CEOs etc ranked money laundering 20th, while their risk officers
placed it 9th, possibly an indication of growing impatience at senior levels with the issue.
- Risk officers’ concerns are clearly with process (regulation, risk management,
technological dependence, back office) rather than market issues (derivatives,
currencies, equities).
- Line managers have much the highest concern with banking market overcapacity
(4th), probably because they have to deal with direct competition on a day-to-day basis.
- Emerging markets ranked environmental risk 21st, the highest of any category.
The G7 countries ranked it 29th.
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Banana Skins 2004 

 

Each year we ask senior bankers and close observers of the financial scene to 

describe their main worries about the banking industry as they look ahead.  We'd 

be very grateful if you would take a few minutes to fill out this form, and mail it to  

CSFI, 5 Derby Street, London W1J 7AB, UK or fax it to +44 (0) 20 7493 0190 

or email it to info@csfi.org.uk by December 24
th

  2004. 

 

Question 1.    Please describe your main concerns about the safety of financial 

institutions (both individual institutions and the system as a whole) as you look 

ahead over the next two to three years. 
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Appendix 2:  Questionnaire



……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

…………………………………….

……………………………………

Corporate governance………………. ……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

…………………………………….

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

……………………………………

…………………….…………………….

  - too much……………………...…….

Regulation:

  - too little…………………………….…

Rogue trader…………………………….

Risk management techniques………..

Retail sales practices………………..

High dependence on technology……..

Political shocks………………………….

Payment systems……………………….

Macro-economic trends……………………

Money laundering……………………….

Merger mania……………………………

Insurance sector problems………………

Management incentives………...…………

Legal risk………………………………

Credit risk……………………………….

Competition from new entrants……..

Hedge funds…………………………….

Grasp of new technology………………

Fraud……………………………………..

Environmental risk………………………

Emerging markets………………………

Derivatives……………………………….

               Severity        Trend                     Comment

Question 2.  Here are some of the areas of banking risk which have been attracting 

attention.   How do you rate their severity, and how do they compare with last year? 

Use the third column to specify particular risks, eg markets or countries which you 

think are specially vulnerable.   Please add more risks at the bottom if you wish.

Business continuation…………………

           1=Low 5=High   Rising Steady Falling

  - commodities………………………….

Big market movements:

Banking market over-capacity ………..

Back office ..............……………………

  - interest rates………………………….

  - equities………………………………..

  - currencies…………………………….

…………………….…………………….

Institution:……………………………...………...……………………………………………..

Replies are in confidence, but if you are willing to be quoted in our report, please tick 

How well prepared do you think your own and other institutions are to handle the 

main risks you have identified?…………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Name:………………………………………Position:……………………..………………….

Country in which you are located:…………………………………………………………………
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CSFI PUBLICATIONS

1. “Financing the Russian safety net”: A proposal for Western funding of social security in Russia,
coupled with guarantee fund for Western investors.
By Peter Ackerman/Edward Balls. September 1993

2. “Derivatives for the retail client”: A proposal to permit retail investors access to the risk
management aspects of financial derivatives, currently available only at the wholesale level.
By Andrew Dobson. Nov 1993 (Only photostat available)

3. “Rating environmental risk”: A proposal for a new rating scheme that would assess a
company’s environmental exposure against its financial ability to manage that exposure.
By David Lascelles. December 1993

4. “Electronic share dealing for the private investor”: An examination of new ways to broaden
retail share ownership, inter alia, by utilising ATM networks, PCs, etc.
By Paul Laird. January 1994

5. “The IBM dollar”: A proposal for the wider use of “target” currencies, i.e. forms of public or
private money that can be used only for specific purposes.
By Edward de Bono. March 1994

6. “UK financial supervision”: A radical proposal for reform of  UK financial regulation,
(prepared pseudononymously by a senior commercial banker). May 1994

7. “Banking banana skins”: The first in a periodic series of papers looking at where the next
financial crisis is likely to spring from. June 1994

8. “A new approach to capital adequacy for banks”: A proposal for a market-based alternative, using the
concept of ‘value-at-risk’, to the present mechanistic Basle approach to setting bank capital requirements.
By Charles Taylor. July 1994

9. “New forms of Euro-Arab cooperation”: A proposal for a new public/private development finance
corporation to promote employment-generating projects in the Arab world.
By Jacques Roger-Machart. October 1994

10. “Banking banana skins II”: Four leading UK bankers and a senior corporate treasurer discuss lessons
for the future from the last banking crisis.
November 1994

11. “IBM/CSFI essay prize”: The two winning essays for the 1994 IBM/CSFI Prize.
November 1994

12. “Liquidity ratings for bonds”: A proposed methodology for measuring the liquidity of issues by scoring
the most widely accepted components, and aggregating them into a liquidity rating.
By Ian Mackintosh. January 1995

13. “Banks as providers of information security services”: Banks have a privileged
position as transmitters of secure data: they should make a business of it.
By Nick Collin. February 1995

14. “An environmental risk rating for Scottish Nuclear”: An experimental rating of a nuclear utility.
By David Lascelles. March 1995

15. “EMU Stage III: The issues for banks”: Banks may be underestimating the impact of Maastricht’s small print.
By Malcolm Levitt. May 1995

16. “Bringing market-driven regulation to European banking”:  A proposal for eliminating systemic
banking risk by using cross-guarantees.
By Bert Ely (Only photostat available). July 1995

17. “The City under threat”: A leading French journalist worries about complacency in the City of London.
By Patrick de Jacquelot. July 1995

18. “The UK building societies:  Do they have a future?”: A collection of essays  on the future of UK
building societies and mutuality.
September 1995 (Only photostat available).

19. “Options and currency intervention”: A radical proposal on the use of currency option
strategies for central banks.
By Charles Taylor. October 1995

20. “Twin peaks”:  A regulatory structure for the new century” A proposal to reform UK financial regulation
by splitting systemic concerns from those involving consumer  protection.
By Michael Taylor. December 1995

21. “Banking banana skins III”: The findings of a survey of senior UK figures into where the perceived
risks in the financial system lie.  March 1996

22. “Welfare: A radical rethink - The Personal Welfare Plan”: A proposal (by a banker) for the private
funding of health, education, unemployment etc. through a lifetime fund.
By Andrew Dobson. May 1996

23. “Peak Practice”:  How to reform the UK’s regulatory structure. Implementing “Twin Peaks”.
By Michael Taylor. October 1996

24. “Central bank intervention: a new approach”: A radical approach to central bank
intervention – without foreign exchange reserves.  By Neil Record. November 1996

25. “The Crash of 2003: An EMU fairy tale.”:  An all too plausible scenario of  what might happen if
EMU precedes economic convergence.  By David Lascelles. December 1996



26. “Banking Banana Skins: 1997”: A further survey showing how bankers
might slip up over the next two or three years. April 1997

27. “Foreign currency exotic option”: A trading simulator for innovation dealers
in foreign currency (with disc).  Winner of the 1997 ISMA/CSFI Prize for finnancial innovation.
By Stavros Pavlou September 1997

28. “Call in the red braces brigade... The case for electricity derivatives”: Why the UK
 needs an electricity derivatives market, and how it can be achieved.
By Ronan Palmer and Anthony White. November 1997

29. “The fall of Mulhouse Brand”: The City of London’s oldest merchant bank  collapses, triggering
a global crisis. Can the regulators stave off the disaster? A financial thriller based on a simulation
conducted by the CSFI, with Euromoney and PA Consulting Group, to test the international system
of banking regulation.
By David Shirreff. December 1997

30. “Credit where credit is due: Bringing microfinance into the mainstream”: Can lending
small amounts of money to poor peasants ever be a mainstream business for institutional investors?
By Peter Montagnon. February 1998

31. “Emerald City Bank... Banking in 2010”: The future of banking by eminent bankers,
economists and technologists. March 1998. (Only photostat available).

32. “Banking Banana Skins: 1998”: The fifth survey of possible shocks to the system.
July 1998

33. “Mutuality for the 21st Century”: The former Building Societies Commissioner argues the
case for mutuality, and proposes a new legislative framework to enable it to flourish.
By Rosalind Gilmore. July 1998

34. “The role of macroeconomic policy in stock return predictability”: The 1998 ISMA/CSFI
prizewinning dissertation analyses how government policies affect stock values in markets in
Japan and the Far East. By Nandita Manrakhan. August 1998

35. “Cybercrime: tracing the evidence”: A working group paper on how to combat
Internet-related crime. By Rosamund McDougall. September 1998

36. “The Internet in ten years time: a CSFI survey”: A survey of opinions about where
the Internet is going, what the main obstacles are and who the winners/losers are
likely to be. November 1998

37. “Le Prix de l’Euro… Competition between London, Paris and Frankfurt”: This report sizes
up Europe’s leading financial centres at the launch of monetary union. February 1999

38. “Psychology and the City: Applications to trading, dealing and investment analysis”: A social
 psychologist looks at irrationality in the financial services sector. By Denis Hilton. April 1999

39. “Quant & Mammon: Meeting the City’s requirements for post-graduate
research and skills in financial engineering”. A study for the EPSRC on the supply of and demand
 for quantitative finance specialists in the UK, and on potential areas of City/academic collaboration.
By David Lascelles. April 1999

40. “A market comparable approach to the pricing of credit default swaps”. Winner of the
1999 ISMA/CSFI prize for financial innovation. By Tim Townend. November 1999

41. “Europe's new banks: The non-bank phenomenon”. A report for euro-FIET on the threat posed
by new technology to European banks' traditional franchise. By David Lascelles. November 1999

42. “In and Out: Maximising the benefits/minimising the costs of (temporary or permanent) non-
membership of EMU”. A look at how the UK can make the best of its ambivalent
euro-status. November 1999

43. “Reinventing the Commonwealth Development Corporation under Public-Private Partnership”.
By Sir Michael McWilliam, KCMG. March 2000

44. “Internet Banking: A fragile flower” Pricking the consensus by asking whether retail banking
really is the Internet's “killer app”. By Andrew Hilton. April 2000

45. “Banking Banana Skins 2000” The CSFI's latest survey of what UK bankers feel are the biggest
challenges facing them.  June 2000

46. “iX: Better or just Bigger?” A sceptical look at the proposed merger between the Deutsche Boerse
and the London Stock Exchange By Andrew Hilton and David Lascelles.  August 2000

47. “Bridging the equity gap: a new proposal for virtual local equity markets” A proposal for local stock
exchanges, combining Internet technology and community investment. By Tim Mocroft and Keith Haarhoff.

48. "Waking up to the FSA"  How the City views its new regulator.  By David Lascelles.  May 2001

49. "The Short-Term Price Effects of Popular Share Recommendations"  Winner of the
2001 ISMA/CSFI Essay Prize.  By Bill McCabe.  September 2001

50. "Bumps on the road to Basel: An anthology of views on Basel 2"  This colleaction of sixteen (very brief)
essays offers a range of views on Basel 2.  Edited by Andrew Hilton.  January 2002

51. "Banana Skins 2002: A CSFI survey of risks facing banks"  What bankers are worrying about at the
beginning of 2002.  Sponsored by PricewaterhouseCoopers.  By David Lascelles.  February 2002



52. "Single stock futures: the ultimate derivative"   A look at a new product being introduced almost
simultaneously on each side of the Atlantic.  By David Lascelles.  February 2002.

53. “Harvesting Technology: Financing technology-based SMEs in the UK”  DTI Foresight sponsored
report, which examines what has been done (and what will be done) on the financing tech-based SMEs.
By Craig Pickering.  April 2002

54. “Waiting for Ariadne: A suggestion for reforming financial services regulation”
A new proposal for fund management.  By Kevin James.  July 2002

55. “Clearing and settlement: Monopoly or market?”  An argument for breaking the monopoly
mindset for ACHs.  By Tim Jones. October 2002. ISBN 0-9543145-1-4.

56. “The future of financial advice in a post-polarisation marketplace” A discussion of the structure of
financial advice post-CP121 and post-Sandler, with support from Accenture.
By Stuart Fowler.  November 2002. ISBN 0-9543145-2-2

57. “Capitalism without owners will fail: A policymaker’s guide to reform” A comprehensive look
at the debate over transatlantic corporate governance, with detailed recommendations.
By Robert Monks and Allen Sykes.  November 2002. ISBN 0-953145-3-0.

58. “Who speaks for the city? Trade associations galore” A survey of trade association
effectiveness.  By David Lascelles and Mark Boleat.  November 2002. ISBN 0-9583145-4-9.

59. “A new general approach to capital adequacy: A simple and comprehensive alternative to Basel 2”
By Charles Taylor.  December 2002. ISBN 0-9583145-4-9.

60. “Thinking not ticking: Bringing competition to the public interest audit”  A paper discussing how
the system for auditing large company financial statements can be made better.
By Jonathan Hayward. April 2003. ISBN 0-9543145-6-5.

61. “Basel Lite”: recommendations for the European implementation of the new Basel accord”
By Alistair Milne. April 2003. ISBN 0-954145-8-1.

62. “Pensions in crisis? Restoring confidence: A note on a conference held on February 26, 2003”
May 2003. ISBN 0-954145-7-3.

63. “The global FX industry: coping with consolidation”
Sponsored by Reuters. By Christopher Swann. May 2003. ISBN 0-9545208-0-7.

64.      “Banana Skins 2003”  What bankers were worrying about in the middle of 2003.
Sponsored by PricewaterhouseCoopers. By David Lascelles. September 2003.  ISBN 0-9545208-1-5.

65. “The curse of the corporate state: Saving capitalism from itself” A proposal, by a leading US corporate activist,
for winning back control of the political process from big corporations, and for giving stakeholders a real say in
how business is run. By Bob Monks. January 2004. ISBN 0-9545208-2-3.

66. “Companies cannot do it  alone: An investigation into UK management attitudes to Company Voluntary Arrangements”
 A survey into why CVAs (the UK's equivalent of the US Chapter XI) have failed to take off. By Tim Mocroft
(with Graham Telling and Roslyn Corney). July 2004. ISBN 0-9545208-3-1.

67.    “Regulation of the non-life insurance industry: Why is it so damn difficult?” A serious look at the problems of
regulating insurance by a senior practitioner. It is not like banking. By Shirley Beglinger. November 2004.
ISBN 0-9545208-4-X.

68.    “Betting on the future: Online gambling goes mainstream fianancial” A  look at the future of online gambling and
its convergence with conventional finance - particularly insurance. By Michael Mainelli and Sam Dibb.
December 2004. ISBN 0-9545208-5-8.

REGULATORY PAPERS

1. “Accepting failure”:  A brief paper from the CSFI’s regulatory working group on the
need for the new FSA explicitly to accept the likelihood that banks will fail.
By David Lascelles. February 1998

2. “Financial education and the role of the regulator: the limits of caveat emptor”: A
brief note of warning to the FSA on what can and cannot realistically be expected
of financial education. By Victoria Nye. May 1998

3. ”Independence and accountability: tweaking the Financial Services Authority”: A proposal
for fine-tuning FSA governance. By Robert Laslett and Michael Taylor. June 1998

4. “Embracing smoke: The Internet and financial services regulation”
A new regulatory framework is necessary for the Internet, most important ‘lose the paper’.
By Joanna Benjamin and Deborah Sabalot. June 1999

OTHER REPORTS

Internet and Financial Services: a CSFI report. In-depth analysis of the industry’s key sectors. Please
order through City & Financial Publishing. Tel: 01483-720707 Fax: 01483 740603.

“The new world of European e-finance” A book by a panel of experts which looks at the current
state of play and future challenges for European e-finance. ISBN 0-9543145-9-X.

“Sizing up the City - London’s ranking as a financial centre”  An assessment of London’s competitiveness
as a financial centre.  By David Lascelles.  June 2003.  Published by the Corporation of London
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